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accessing the documents located in
ADAMS may contact the NRC PDR
Reference staff by telephone at 1–800–
397–4209 or 301–415–4737, or by e-mail
to pdr@nrc.gov.
The NRC staff has verified that a copy
of the LRA is also available to local
residents near Beaver Valley Power
Station, Units 1 and 2, at the Beaver
Area Memorial Library, 100 College
Avenue, Beaver, Pennsylvania 15009,
and the Beaver County Library System,
1 Campus Drive, Monaca, Pennsylvania
15061.
Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 22nd
day of October, 2007.
For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Louise Lund,
Acting Director, Division of License Renewal,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.
[FR Doc. E7–21086 Filed 10–25–07; 8:45 am]

Electronic recordings will be permitted
only during those portions of the
meeting that are open to the public.
Detailed procedures for the conduct of
and participation in ACRS meetings
were published in the Federal Register
on September 26, 2007 (72 FR 54695).
Further information regarding this
meeting can be obtained by contacting
the Designated Federal Officer between
6:45 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. (ET). Persons
planning to attend this meeting are
urged to contact the above named
individual at least two working days
prior to the meeting to be advised of any
potential changes to the agenda.
Dated: October 23, 2007.
Cayetano Santos,
Chief, Reactor Safety Branch.
[FR Doc. 07–5335 Filed 10–24–07; 10:24 am]
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Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards (ACRS); Meeting of the
ESBWR Subcommittee; Notice of
Meeting
The ACRS Subcommittee on ESBWR
will hold a meeting on November 15,
2007, Room T–2B3, 11545 Rockville
Pike, Rockville, Maryland.
The entire meeting will be open to
public attendance, with the exception of
a portion that may be closed to discuss
unclassified safeguards and proprietary
information pursuant to 5 U.S.C.
552b(c)(3) and (4).
The agenda for the subject meeting
shall be as follows:
Thursday, November 15, 2007—8:30
a.m. until the conclusion of business.
The Subcommittee will review and
discuss the Draft Safety Evaluation with
Open Items for several chapters of the
ESBWR Design Certification and make a
recommendation to the full Committee.
The Subcommittee will hear
presentations by and hold discussions
with representatives of the NRC staff,
GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy Americas
LLC, and other interested persons
regarding this matter. The
Subcommittee will gather information,
analyze relevant issues and facts, and
formulate proposed positions and
actions, as appropriate, for deliberation
by the full Committee.
Members of the public desiring to
provide oral statements and/or written
comments should notify the Designated
Federal Officer, Mr. Charles G. Hammer
(telephone 301/415–7363) five days
prior to the meeting, if possible, so that
appropriate arrangements can be made.
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SUMMARY: In accordance with the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44
U.S.C. Chapter 35), the Railroad
Retirement Board (RRB) is forwarding
an Information Collection Request (ICR)
to the Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs (OIRA), Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) to
request a revision to a currently
approved collection of information:
3220–0022, Application and Claim for
Unemployment Benefits and
Employment Service consisting of
Form(s) UI–1 and UI–1 (Internet),
Application for Unemployment Benefits
and Employment Service, and UI–3 and
UI–3 (Internet), Claim for
Unemployment Benefits. Our ICR
describes the information we seek to
collect from the public. Review and
approval by OIRA ensures that we
impose appropriate paperwork burdens.
The RRB invites comments on the
proposed collection of information to
determine (1) the practical utility of the
collection; (2) the accuracy of the
estimated burden of the collection; (3)
ways to enhance the quality, utility and
clarity of the information that is the
subject of collection; and (4) ways to
minimize the burden of collections on
respondents, including the use of
automated collection techniques or
other forms of information technology.
Comments to RRB or OIRA must contain
the OMB control number of the ICR. For
proper consideration of your comments,
it is best if RRB and OIRA receive them
within 30 days of publication date.
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Section 2 of the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act (RUIA),
provides unemployment benefits for
qualified railroad employees. These
benefits are generally payable for each
day of unemployment in excess of four
during a registration period (normally a
period of 14 days).
Section 12 of the RUIA provides that
the RRB establish, maintain and operate
free employment facilities directed
toward the reemployment of railroad
employees. The procedures for applying
for the unemployment benefits and
employment service and for registering
and claiming the benefits are prescribed
in 20 CFR part 325.
Form UI–1 (or its Internet equivalent,
Form UI–1 (Internet)), Application for
Unemployment Benefits and
Employment Service, is completed by a
claimant for unemployment benefits
once in a benefit year, at the time of first
registration. Completion of Form UI–1
or UI–1 (Internet) also registers an
unemployment claimant for the RRB’s
employment service. The RRB also
utilizes Form UI–3, (or its Internet
equivalent Form UI–3 (Internet)) Claim
for Unemployment Benefits for use in
claiming unemployment benefits for
days of unemployment in a particular
registration period, normally a period of
14 days.
Completion of Forms UI–1, UI–
1(Internet), UI–3 and UI–3 (Internet) is
required to obtain or retain benefits. The
number of responses required of each
claimant varies, depending on their
period of unemployment.
Previous Requests for Comments: The
RRB has already published the initial
60-day notice (72 FR 47085–86 on
August 22, 2007) required by 44 U.S.C.
3506(c)(2). That request elicited no
comments.
Information Collection Request (ICR)
Title: Application and Claim for
Unemployment Benefits and
Employment Service.
OMB Control Number: 3220–0022.
Form(s) submitted: UI–1, UI–1
(Internet), UI–3, UI–3 (Internet).
Type of request: Revision of a
currently approved collection.
Affected public: Individuals or
households.
Abstract: Under Section 2 of the
Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act,
unemployment benefits are provided for
qualified railroad employees. The
collection obtains the information
needed for determining the eligibility to
and amount of such benefits from
railroad employees.
Changes Proposed: The RRB proposes
no changes to Form(s) UI–1, UI–1
(Internet), UI–3, and UI–3 (Internet).
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The burden estimate for the ICR is as
follows:
Estimated Completion Time for
Form(s): Completion time for Form UI–
1 and UI–1 (Internet) is estimated at 10
minutes. Completion time for Form UI–
3 and UI–3 (Internet) is estimated at 6
minutes.
Estimated annual number of
respondents: 9,977.
Total annual responses: 84,303.
Total annual reporting hours: 9,096.
Additional Information or Comments:
Copies of the forms and supporting
documents can be obtained from
Charles Mierzwa, the agency clearance
officer (312–751–3363) or
Charles.Mierzwa@rrb.gov.
Comments regarding the information
collection should be sent to Ronald J.
Hodapp, Railroad Retirement Board, 844
North Rush Street, Chicago, Illinois
60611–2092 or
Ronald.Hodapp@RRB.GOV, and to the
Office of Management Budget at ATTN:
Desk Officer for RRB, Fax: (202) 395–
6974 or via E-mail to:
OIRA_Submission@omb.eop.gov.
Charles Mierzwa,
Clearance Officer.
[FR Doc. E7–21076 Filed 10–25–07; 8:45 am]
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October 22, 2007.

Pursuant to section 19(b)(1) of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934
(‘‘Act’’) 1 and Rule 19b–4 thereunder,2
notice is hereby given that on
September 12, 2007, Financial Industry
Regulatory Authority, Inc. (‘‘FINRA’’) (f/
k/a National Association of Securities
Dealers, Inc. (‘‘NASD’’)) filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission
(‘‘SEC’’ or ‘‘Commission’’) the proposed
rule change as described in Items I, II
and III below, which Items have been
prepared substantially by FINRA.
FINRA has designated the proposed rule
change as constituting a ‘‘noncontroversial’’ rule change under
1 15
2 17

U.S.C. 78s(b)(1).
CFR 240.19b–4.
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apply to all such fails to deliver that are
not closed out in conformance with this
paragraph (a)(2).
[(b) The provisions of this rule shall
not apply to the amount of the fail to
deliver position that the participant of a
registered clearing agency had at a
registered clearing agency on the
I. Self-Regulatory Organization’s
settlement day immediately preceding
Statement of the Terms of Substance of
the day that the security became a nonthe Proposed Rule Change
reporting threshold security; provided,
FINRA is proposing to amend NASD
however, that if the fail to deliver
Rule 3210 (Short Sale Delivery
position at the clearing agency is
Requirements) in light of the
subsequently reduced below the fail to
amendments to Rule 203 of Regulation
deliver position on the settlement day
SHO under the Act.4
immediately preceding the day that the
Below is the text of the proposed rule security became a non-reporting
change. Proposed new language is
threshold security, then the fail to
italicized; proposed deletions are in
deliver position excepted by this
[brackets].
paragraph (b) shall be the lesser
*
*
*
*
*
amount.]
(b)[(c)] If a participant of a registered
3210. Short Sale Delivery Requirements
clearing agency has a fail to deliver
(a) If a participant of a registered
position at a registered clearing agency
clearing agency has a fail to deliver
in a non-reporting threshold security for
position at a registered clearing agency
13 consecutive settlement days (or 35
in a non-reporting threshold security for consecutive settlement days if entitled
13 consecutive settlement days, the
to rely on paragraphs (a)(1) or (a)(2) of
participant shall immediately thereafter this rule), the participant and any broker
close out the fail to deliver position by
or dealer for which it clears
purchasing securities of like kind and
transactions, including any market
quantity.
maker that would otherwise be entitled
(1) Provided, however, a participant of
to rely on the exception provided in
a registered clearing agency that has a
paragraph (b)(2)(iii) of SEC Rule 203 of
fail to deliver position at a registered
Regulation SHO, may not accept a short
clearing agency in a non-reporting
sale order in the non-reporting
threshold security on October 15, 2007,
threshold security from another person,
and which, prior to October 15, 2007,
or effect a short sale in the nonhad been previously grandfathered from
reporting threshold security for its own
the close-out requirement in paragraph
account, without borrowing the security
(a) (i.e., because the participant of a
or entering into a bona-fide arrangement
registered clearing agency had the fail to
to borrow the security, until the
deliver position at a registered clearing
participant closes out the fail to deliver
agency on the settlement day preceding
position by purchasing securities of like
the day that the security became a nonkind and quantity.
reporting threshold security), shall close
(c)[(d)] If a participant of a registered
out that fail to deliver position within
clearing agency reasonably allocates a
thirty-five settlement days of October 15,
portion of a fail to deliver position to
2007 by purchasing securities of like
another registered broker or dealer for
kind and quantity. The requirements in
which it clears trades or for which it is
paragraph (b) shall apply to all such
responsible for settlement, based on
fails to deliver that are not closed out in
such broker or dealer’s short position,
conformance with this paragraph (a)(1).
(2) Provided, however, if a participant then the provisions of this rule relating
of a registered clearing agency has a fail to such fail to deliver position shall
apply to the portion of such registered
to deliver position at a registered
broker or dealer that was allocated the
clearing agency for thirty-five
fail to deliver position, and not to the
consecutive settlement days in a nonparticipant.
reporting threshold security that was
(d)[(e)] A participant of a registered
sold pursuant to SEC Rule 144, the
participant shall immediately thereafter clearing agency shall not be deemed to
have fulfilled the requirements of this
close out the fail to deliver position in
rule where the participant enters into an
the security by purchasing securities of
arrangement with another person to
like kind and quantity. The
purchase securities as required by this
requirements in paragraph (b) shall
rule, and the participant knows or has
reason to know that the other person
3 17 CFR 240.19b–4(f)(6).
will not deliver securities in settlement
4 See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 56212
(August 7, 2007), 72 FR 45543 (August 14, 2007).
of the purchase.

paragraph (f)(6) of Rule 19b–4 under the
Act,3 which renders the proposal
effective upon receipt of this filing by
the Commission. The Commission is
publishing this notice to solicit
comments on the proposed rule change
from interested persons.
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